1. Go to Web of Science: http://isiknowledge.com/wos
2. Enter this article title in the search box:
   
   *Strategies for reducing inequalities and improving developmental outcomes*

   then change the drop-down menu to the right to Title.

3. Click Search
4. At the far right you will see Times Cited: 161. (This number may change over time). Click that number to see the list of 161 citations of articles that cite this article
5. Near the top, change the Sort by: to Times cited – highest to lowest (the default sort is by publication date). Now you will see that the most highly cited article that cites the article in Step 2 has itself been cited 239 times.
6. Click Analyze Results near the top right
7. Keep the default selection Authors in the box on the left
8. Click Analyze; you will see the top 10 authors whose articles that cite this article
9. Check the boxes to the left of the top 4 authors listed who cite this article, then click the View Records button at the top (or bottom) of this list
10. Some of these citing articles are not in PubMed ... Good thing you are not doing your entire literature search only in PubMed!
   
   ➢ Analyzing by author is a good way to see who the top researchers are on a topic; this is especially useful if you are analyzing a large set of citations
11. You can start over and analyze by source (ie, journal), organization, publication year, and so on, if desired